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This Robot Transforms Itself to Navigate an Obstacle
Course

A central perception system allows a robot to change its own
configurations for each new challenge

By Lucas Laursen

Gif: Tarik Tosun

The robot undergoes transformation (sped up by eight times).

When you’ve got a hammer, everything looks like
a nail, but the world starts to look
more interesting if your hammer can change
shape.

For the builders of a class of robots called 
 (MSRR), shape-shifting

is the first step toward endowing robots with an
animal-like adaptability to unknown
situations. 

The key to achieving adaptability for robots rests
in centralized sensory processing, environmental perception, and decision-making software, Kress-Gazit and
colleagues report this week . The authors claim their new work represents
the first time a modular robot has autonomously solved problems by reconfiguring in response to a changing
environment. To achieve that, they built strict limitations into both the environment and the robot’s
behaviors.

modular
self-reconfigurable robots

“The question of autonomy becomes
more complicated, more interesting,” when robots
can change themselves to meet changing
circumstances, said roboticist Hadas Kress-Gazit
of Cornell University.

in a new paper in Science Robotics

Self-reconfigurable robots date back about three decades, to the era of , said  of the
University of Pennsylvania, another author on the study, during a press conference with Kress-Gazit. “The
robotics community has been making a lot of progress in understanding the environment,” he said, “the
thing that we are doing [that is] new here is understanding the capabilities of the robot.”

Transformers Mark Yim

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/jr/2017/5013532/
http://robotics.sciencemag.org/lookup/doi/10.1126/scirobotics.aat4983
https://transformers.hasbro.com/es-es
https://www.seas.upenn.edu/directory/profile.php?ID=107
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In other words: robot, know thyself. The robot they used for their experiments is known as ,
and is composed of any number of cube-like modules that clip to each other in different ways using
magnets. Most MSRRs are decentralized, with each module contributing equally to both the planning,
through its software, and execution, through its hardware. They also have the ability to separate into a
swarm or join into a single object. 

SMORES-EP

 

The team reported on a decentralized version of SMORES-EP earlier this
year in Autonomous Robots.

But in the new study, the researchers attached a webcam on a small mast to one of the robot’s modules,
giving it a Sauron-like eye with which to see itself and a central processor with which to command all the
attached modules. 

To prepare the robot for the test, the team built a software library of possible actions, such as driving or
collecting an object, and the shape the robot would need to adopt to complete the action.

Next, the team designed three laboratory challenges for the robot that involved identifying colored and
tagged objects in a test area littered with obstacles, and moving the objects around. In one case, the robot
had to reach into a tunnel. In another, it had to stick a stamp high up on a box.

To simplify things, the team also stored in the robot’s software library predefined classifications of the test
environments. So the robot had to recognize and categorize the objects and obstacles it encountered from a
limited set of possibilities (tunnel, stairs, and so on), not from an infinite set, like it would in the real world.
That setup made it likelier the robot would succeed at the tests reported in the study.

During the tests, the robot’s planning software took information from the camera about
the test environment and used its library to decide which configuration to use in attempting each task. The
team showed that the Sauron-equipped robot could complete each task during multiple trials, and while they
did not compare it directly to a decentralized version of itself, they did make note of the system’s points of
failure.

The team calculated that most errors (just over 40 percent) that did occur during the tests were low-level
hardware issues, such as actuator failures. The next most problematic area was perception, which accounted
for about a quarter of the failures, followed by human errors.

In previous work by this group, the robots focused on changing their environments by moving objects and
building ramps (see “Simple Robots Perform Complex Tasks With Environmental
Modifications”).

The ability of the robotic system to integrate perception, high-level planning, and modular hardware is the
main step forward in this research, says roboticist  of Virginia Tech in Blacksburg: “Given a
high-level task specification, a modular robot autonomously explores an unknown environment, decides
when and how to reconfigure, and manipulates objects to complete its task.”

Pinhas Ben-Tzvi

http://www.modlabupenn.org/2016/06/18/smores-ep/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10514-018-9738-1
https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/artificial-intelligence/simple-robots-perform-complex-tasks-with-environmental-modifications
http://www.me.vt.edu/people/faculty/pinhas-ben-tzvi
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The authors write that they could make future systems more robust by incorporating more sensor
information from low-level components (such as a wheel that detects higher-than-anticipated steps on a
staircase) into the planning software.

An open-ended environment such as a search-and-rescue bot might encounter will be trickier and require
more sophisticated computing, says  of Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, United
Kingdom: “I think the next step in this system should be to test in an actually challenging, and not structured
and previously engineered, environment—to show the real value of the system

Mauro Dragone

.”
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